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A B S T R A C T

Deliberative robots adapt their behavior from cobot to industrial arms as a result of the interaction dynamic
with the human teammates and production context. This powerful capability is instrumental to boost robots'
adoption within typically manual manufacturing contexts, by enhancing productivity while preserving
human safety and job quality. The deliberative feature relies upon a modular planning and control infrastruc-
ture linked to a behavioral tree framework determining the robot response to the operating context and the
human physical and cognitive status. The benefits of the approach have been validated through an industrial
use case demanding enhanced human-robot collaboration in the electronics assembly value chain.

© 2022 CIRP. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. The 6-axis deliberative robot.
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1. Introduction

Cobots are intrinsically designed to safely interact with humans [1].
Robotic joints operate within specific velocity ranges and the links are
characterized by smooth geometries. Torque sensors are frequently
integrated into the end-effector to trigger safety stops in the case of
unplanned contact with people or other devices. The Human-Robot (H-
R) collaboration typically sees humans and cobots operating in the very
same dexterity space and only in a few cases concurrently executing
tasks on the same workpiece or sub-assembly [2�4]. The market
response to such platforms � however � is still not meeting the
expected big leap [5]. The industrial and scientific communities identify
a number of bottlenecks preventing a vast absorption of this technology.
The authors recognize the two following high priority challenges:

� Cobots are limited in speed to comply with ISO/TS 15066:2016
(250 mm/s vs more than 1 m/s for industrial robots) and the

resulting productivity is often lower or comparable with a fully
manual process.

� Despite the improved programming interfaces, cobots are currently
still lacking a sensor-driven control infrastructure that could enable
behavior adaptation based on the production context and the human
physical and cognitive status (enhanced context awareness).

The current work presents an innovative robotic skill called delibera-
tive, enabling robots to seamlessly evolve their operating mode from
industrial to collaborative thanks to an enhanced awareness of the sur-
rounding context. If compared to commercial cobots, deliberation
entails autonomy of the robot decision making process at two levels:
firstly, deciding when evolving from the usual industrial arm to cobot
operating mode; secondly, identifying the best policy for interacting
with human teammates (one or more operators) based on the human
status in terms of fatigue and well-being. This relies upon: (1) a
comprehensive sensing infrastructure enabling the capability to be con-
text conscious; (2) a decision-making process triggering an adaptation
of tasks priorities and sequence; (3) a planning and control infrastruc-
ture designed to dynamically adapt the trajectories andmotion parame-
ters. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the key
mechatronic features of the robot and the related sensing infrastructure.
Section 3 introduces the behavioral rationale and the software infra-
structure. Section 4 discusses the benefits of the platformwith regard to
an industrial use case in the electronics assembly value chain. Section 5
presents the main conclusions and introduces future work.
2. Deliberative robot: key mechatronic features

The deliberative robot we present in this paper has been con-
ceived, engineered and prototyped in the SUPSI-ARM Lab. It will con-
stitute the baseline for validating the advanced collaborative
behavior, although the deliberation approach is a software layer that
can be operated also on different platforms. The robot is an anthropo-
morphic arm with a spherical wrist (6 Degrees of Freedom DoF). Its
reach is 1003 mm and the payload is 15 Kg. The maximum speed is
1 m/s. Fig. 1 outlines its design.
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The robot’s joints (Fig. 2a) feature a torque motor and a Harmonic
Drive� gearbox with high torsion stiffness. Every joint integrates a
double encoder solution (before and after the gearbox) for improved
control, accuracy, and sensitivity. Joints are equipped with a hybrid
electromechanical and electronic braking solution. The joints include
driving electronics and touch-sensitive covers. Force control occurs
at the joint level through continuous motor current monitoring as
well as using the information fed by the double encoder solution.
This is complemented by an additional external force-torque sensor
mounted on the robot’s flange (ROBOTIQ FT300-S). The joints’ poly-
meric covers provide capacitive sensing thanks to a dual-layer metal-
lic coating measuring the change of capacitance (Fig. 2b). This results
in each joint having the ability to sense the presence of objects/
humans up to 25 mm of distance. Joint 6 embeds 4.0100 flexible OLED
displays (by SUPSI-ARM) offering the ability to display full-colour
text and graphics as information/warning to its co-workers (Fig. 2c).
Fig. 2. (a) The joints’ main components, (b) The capacitive sensitive cover, (c) The
touch-enabled 300° curved OLED display.

Fig. 4. Real-time 3D reconstruction by depth cameras.
3. The deliberative approach

The deliberation for robots entails the ability to autonomously
select a behavioral strategy and adapt the tasks’ priorities based on
specific indicators. Compared to traditional reactive behaviors [6]
that are typically designed to deal with simple problems, deliberative
robots support the human operator in complex contexts, thus antici-
pating critical events and establishing a strategy to change the course
of actions for the human operator and production-related goals. This
demands a comprehensive awareness of the production context
(Fig. 3) together with the possibility to share with the human team-
mate an alternative operating approach that could be more effective
for the specific scenario (the robot autonomously elaborates a new
set of actions but the approval comes from the human operator).
Fig. 3. The robot deliberative approach.
The cognitive and physical status of human operators can be col-
lected and evaluated via multiple sensors and novel interpreting
approaches [7�9]. In the current work � despite these data being
assumed as input and as such not the core of the paper � we rely
upon ECG (electrocardiogram) and voice analysis (both language con-
tent and tone interpretation) to capture the cognitive and physical
load of the operator. The ECG provides a measure of the RR interval
(R waves windows or peak-to-peak distances) which changes (heart-
beat frequency raises) with the distress. A set of simple sentences to
be pronounced by the operator has been defined to assess the voice
tone, that under fatigue, typically deviates in intensity (dB) and pace
(words per minute). The Q&A session can be scaled in case of unclear
classification of the fatigue status (to increase the language and voice
tone dataset). Deliberative robots can in fact decide to formulate
additional questions, selected from a pre-defined pool, or (in the
future) even formulate new ones by relying upon a more sophisti-
cated artificial intelligence. In our work, both ECG and voice values
have been empirically sampled by requesting three human operators
to execute the same set of repetitive tasks (Section 4) over an 8 h
shift, across 5 consecutive working days. Data have been classified
via a regression model to identify specific empirical thresholds in
accordance with a modified Borg CR 10 scale [10]. This scale provides
a subjective perceived fatigue experience (mild 0�2.5;moderate 3�4;
strong 5�6; very strong 7�10).

During the training phase, the categorization of data according to
the modified Borg CR 10 scale is subjective, thus executed by the
human operator who will be asked to confirm his/her own status.
Future validation will rely also upon objective validation executed
with cortisol swaps. Such large data assessment will be exploited
more extensively in future work to predict and anticipate distress
human conditions rather than cope with them.

The production data include the production plan and detailed
sequence of robotic tasks to be nominally executed, including the
ones to be run autonomously and the ones the robot and the human
operator realize in collaboration. The robotic cell context assessment
relies upon two stereo Datalogic depth cameras whose goal is to
dynamically reconstruct the 3D scene in real-time (Fig. 4).
This implies: (1) performing human body segmentation; (2) gen-
erating voxels-based 3D models; (3) computing the distance between
human and robot to assess the movement speed (and in turn travel-
ling distance). The cell is finally equipped with an Arkite’s Human
Interface Mate (HIM) which creates a digital and interactive environ-
ment for the operator. The robot tracks the proximity of human(s) to
the cell, which is classified into safe, warning, or stop categories
depending upon the tasks the robot is executing and the related
motion parameters. A bird’s-eye view camera located at the top of
the cell monitors the assembly area (Fig. 8).

Based on the aforementioned inputs, the deliberative robot will
intrinsically undertake a decision-making process that leads to set-
ting new priorities or adapting existing ones and -as a result- seam-
lessly transitioning between operating modes (fade transition rather
than a full switch). Such an extensive decision making process
involves all the automation layers, from the high-level task planning
(e.g., changing the set of tasks to be dispatched to the robot and oper-
ator as well as adapting the task sequence) and trajectory generation
(that can be changed/optimized on the basis of the presence/absence
of the human operator) till the low-level control where motion
parameters are consequently adapted by modifying, for example, the
motors’maximum speed and/or acceleration profiles [11].

The decision-making framework is modeled by adopting the
behavioral tree formalism [12] in order to feature modularity and
reactiveness to the surrounding context. Fig. 5 outlines a simplified
version of the deliberative behavioral tree (BT), where only the high-
level categories are shown. The high-level robot behaviors are: (1)
Collaborative nominal behavior, in case of the human operator's pres-
ence is detected by sensors and the operator acts in a “nominal” way
(e.g., mild/moderate on Borg scale); (2) Collaborative safety behavior,
triggered by unexpected actions of the human (e.g. in case of unex-
pected H-R collisions); (3) Collaborative adapted behavior, occurring if
external sensors highlight an excessive level of operator’s load



Fig. 5. Behavior Tree (BT) for a deliberative robot.

Fig. 7. (a) Parts to be assembled, (b) assembly steps: (1) Frame pick-up from storage,
(2) frame snap onto button, (3) double-sided tape peeling, (4) nuts tightening elec-
tronic screwdriver.
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(strong/very strong on Borg scale); (4) Industrial nominal behavior, the
standard max-speed/max-force robot operation mode, in absence of
human near the robot.

Each of the listed robot behaviors triggers different planning and
control strategies in the robot control software. The overall architec-
ture is designed as distributed to enable efficient scalability and
adaptation: Fig. 6 outlines the high-level control modules repre-
sented via the IEC 61131 Function Blocks (FBs). As a result of the BT-
selected behavior, the software activates different strategies. For
example, the low-level robot control strategy acts on: (1) motion
parameters, like robot max speed, acceleration, and safe stop activa-
tion; (2) robot force limitation; (3) collision detection enable/disable;
(4) tasks-flow sequence, pre-emption and restart.
Fig. 6. Robot behavioral logic control FBs network.

Fig. 8. The collaborative assembly cell with the deliberative robot.

Table 1
Assembly tasks durations (robots times = Ttask + Trapid).

ID Step description Owner Human
time[s]

Delib. R
time[s]

UR 10
time[s]

1 Pick & snap the frame on the button HorR 10 6 + 4 6 + 5
If a violation of the minimum safe H-R distance occurs, the BT trig-
gers the Cobot safety behavior in the control, which results in a safe
stop of the robot and an interruption of the running task; only after
the H-R distance reaches a pre-defined safety value, the robot auto-
matically resumes the program.

The overall software approach, supported by the use of the BT and
IEC 61131 FBs [13], guarantees on the one hand the re-usability of
each sub-component in different Human-Robot Collaboration HRC
scenarios (including transitioning the approach to other robotic plat-
forms), and on the other hand, the possibility to fine-tune, adapt and
enrich its functionalities during the operating phase.
2 Pick frame and flip upside-down HorR 5 3 + 2 3 + 3
3 Peel frame tape H&R 3 3* 3*
4 Place frame into the panel HorR 6 3 + 2 3 + 3
5 Pick nut #1 and screw it on the frame HorR 10 5 + 2 5 + 3
6 Pick nut #2 and screw it on the frame HorR 10 5 + 2 5 + 3

Total assembly time per button 44 37 42

*wait time.
4. Collaborative assembly use case

The demonstration industrial use case targets the assembling of 9
push-buttons on an electronic panel. The parts to be assembled
(frames with double-sided tape, push-buttons, and nuts) are shown in
Fig. 7a. For each push-button, the operations are: picking and assem-
bling parts, peeling double-sided tape, placing the frame into the
panel, and nuts screwing. The process is currently run on the shop-
floor by a human operator, but part of the tasks can be easily auto-
mated by relying upon a robotic platform. The automation process has
been executed at lab scale by adopting two robotic platforms: a regular
cobot (UR10) and a robot with deliberative skills. For the sake of brev-
ity, the use case targets only task planning and motion control. The
automated assembly steps are presented in Fig. 7b.
Some of the tasks can be run concurrently by the operator and the
robot (only sharing the working area) while some others (i.e., task 3
tape peeling in Fig. 7b) are executed on the very same part at the
same time. Fig. 8 shows the collaborative assembly cell configuration
and devices.
The assembly tasks and their durations (both for deliberative and
UR10 robots) are listed in Table 1, where single operations are
assigned as follows: executed by human only (H), by either of the
two (HorR), or by both (H&R). The single task duration includes also
rapid movements to reach a specific location (e.g. the storage). Such
movements are not all executed within the areas shared with the
operator. In some cases, the deliberative robot can run faster,
whereas the UR10 cannot adapt the speed to its position within the
dexterity area. The final goal is to complete the full assembly in the
least amount of time: Assembly_timetotal = max {timerobot, time operator},
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where timerobot and timeoperator correspond to the independent activi-
ties of each actor except for tape peeling.

Fig. 9 compares a fully manual tasks sequence with a collaborative
one, in which some tasks are run in parallel.

In order to preserve the productivity targets, the robot notifies the
need for the human support during the peeling tasks via vocal mes-
sages (and also written messages on the display). The human opera-
tor completes the task in execution and then proceeds with the
peeling step. Once completed, the operator notifies the task comple-
tion, so that the robot can follow up with the production schedule
(such action is also substantiated via cameras).
Fig. 9. Full manual vs collaborative assembly sequences.
The first step of the experimental assessment focuses on time
reduction by shifting from manual process to partially automated. A
collaborative assembly with the regular cobot requires a total time of
210 s and only 185 s with the deliberative robot, thanks to its
improved collaborative performances (Fig. 10a).
Fig. 10. Robot collaborative-deliberative performance comparison.
Considering that a fully manual assembly requires 396 s, this rep-
resents a 47% improvement for the cobot and 53% for the delibera-
tive robot. The second step of the experimental analysis investigates
the ability of the deliberative robot to recover from an unforeseen
event. In case of very close contact between the human and the
robot (Fig. 10b), the UR10 cobot's total time increases by 20 s, caused
by the delay in restoring the operating condition from a safety stop.
The deliberative robot is able to recover from the same safety sce-
nario in only 8 s (16% more efficient). The last analysis shows the
ability of the deliberative robot to cope with a fatigued operator. The
regression model (Section 3) based on subjective classification train-
ing targets 95% accuracy. When the defined fatigue thresholds are
violated, the deliberative robot firstly reduces the motion dynamics
to avoid risks associated with anomalous human behavior in a
shared working space but -if the fatigue trend does not benefit from
it- the robot takes over one or more tasks originally assigned to the
operator (Fig. 10c) until the operator’s physiological indicators
improve. A plan reconfiguration would trigger an extremely limited
delay (8 s). Such action would not be viable at all for regular cobots.

5. Conclusions and future work

Deliberative skills in robots provide key benefits when compared
to state-of-the-art cobots. The key opportunity is that deliberation �
meant as an approach to integrate intelligence devoted to preserving
human safety and working quality while optimizing productivity �
can be scaled to any cobot. The current work introduces a modular
and distributed infrastructure triggered by a behavioral framework
that can drive deliberation of the robot based on context and human-
related events. A preliminary validation on an industrial use case out-
lines the following key benefits: (1) a reduced lead time resulting
from adapting the speed to the presence of the human operator; (2)
the ability to automatically and effectively resume a process after the
occurrence of an anomalous event and the consequent restoring of
safety conditions; (3) the adaptation of the task planning and related
regeneration of the part program in order to reduce the cognitive and
physical load of human operators. Future work will address the
development of a prediction model aiming at establishing a compre-
hensive assessment of the human operator's health status over time
as well as an extensive analysis of the production benefits associated
with a deliberative strategy.
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